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I. Witness Introduction1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. George M. Behrens, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563-9600.3

Q. By whom are you employed?4

A. Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a NICOR Gas Company (“NICOR Gas” or5

“Company”).6

Q. What position do you hold with NICOR Gas?7

A. I am Vice President Administration and Treasurer.8

Q. What are your responsibilities in that position?9

A. I am responsible for accounting and treasury services, financial forecasting and10

budgeting.  I am also responsible for NICOR Gas procurement services and real estate.11

Finally, I oversee the rates area and the development of rate policies.12

Q. Please summarize your educational background and your experience in the public13

utility business.14

A.  I hold a degree of Bachelor of Business Administration, majoring in accounting, from15

the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater.  I also hold a Master of Business16

Administration degree from DePaul University, majoring in finance.  I began my17

employment with NICOR Inc. in 1991 and have held various financial positions since18

then.  In 2000, I assumed my present position as Vice President Administration and19

Treasurer.20

II. Summary of Testimony21

Q. Please summarize your testimony.22

A. The subject of this proceeding is NICOR Gas’ Gas Cost Performance Program (“GCPP”23

or “Program”), which the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) modified and24
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approved in its Order in Docket No. 99-0127.  Under Section 9-244(c) of the Illinois25

Public Utilities Act (“the Act”), the Commission must conduct a review of the Program26

to determine whether it is meeting its objectives.  My testimony will demonstrate that the27

Program is meeting its objectives.28

In support of this conclusion, my testimony addresses four areas. First, I will describe the29

Program and its approval by the Commission.  Second, I will discuss the financial results30

of the GCPP for the past two years and how the Company has adapted its behaviors to31

take advantage of  opportunities to lower gas costs.  Third, I will discuss the Company’s32

objectives for the Program as approved by the Commission in Docket No. 99-0127 and33

how the Program has met these objectives.  Finally, I will also discuss NICOR Gas’34

actions to maintain system reliability, as required by Section 9-244(c).35

In addition to my testimony, the Company also presents the direct testimony of Dr. Karl36

McDermott, who will discuss the public policy issues supporting the use of a37

Performance Based Rate (“PBR”), and how the Program aligns the interests of consumers38

and the Company.39

Q. As required by Section 9-244(c), does the Company believe that the Program is40

meeting its objectives?41

A. Yes.  The GCPP is meeting its objectives and has resulted in substantial benefits for42

customers.  For the calendar years 2000 and 2001, customers received $12.2 million and43

$14.8 million, respectively, of savings relative to what gas costs would have been under44

traditional regulation, as established by the GCPP benchmark.  These savings on their45

own demonstrate the achievement of the Program’s objectives, as described later.  They46

also validate the appropriateness of the GCPP and the resulting behavioral changes that47
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the program encourages.  In addition, it is reassuring to note that the GCPP benchmark48

effectively tracked market conditions during the past two years.  For calendar years 200049

and 2001, the city gate price of gas varied between $1.65 per MMBtu and $15.70 per50

MMBtu.  Some parties to the original case postulated that because of an alleged flaw in51

the benchmark measurement, the Company would reap windfall profits simply as a result52

of high gas prices.  However, the results show that even with record high city gate prices,53

the Company’s savings (below the market-based benchmark) was only a small54

percentage of overall gas costs.  Because the Program met its objectives, no revisions  to55

the Program are necessary .56

III. Gas Cost Performance Program57

Q. Please describe the GCPP.58

A. The GCPP is composed of three essential parts.  First, the Company continues to59

calculate and file a monthly Gas Supply Cost charge under the provisions of its Rider 6,60

Gas Supply Cost.  Second, the Company calculates a single, comprehensive, market-61

based benchmark to represent what the Company’s performance would have been based62

on the formula approved by the Commission. The third part of the GCPP compares actual63

gas supply costs, with a few adjustments, to the benchmark.  The difference between the64

two values is shared equally between customers and the Company.65

Q. Was the Program developed and approved under Section 9-244?66

A. Yes.  In March, 1999, NICOR Gas filed with the Commission a petition requesting67

approval of the GCPP as a performance based rate under Section 9-244 of the Act.  The68

Commission conducted extensive evidentiary hearings in Docket No. 99-0127 that69

allowed interested parties to present evidence discussing the merits of the Program.  After70
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completion of hearings, the Commission unanimously approved the Program, subject to71

certain modifications, which were accepted by the Company.72

Q. Did the Commission determine that the benchmark, as modified by the Order,73

provides an appropriate measure of gas supply costs under traditional regulation?74

A. Yes.  As the Order states, “The record demonstrates that the Benchmark will be a useful75

tool to measure the level of gas costs that would occur in the absence of the PBR76

program”.  (Order at 38)77

Q. Did the Commission determine that the GCPP met all the criteria of a PBR as78

required by Section 9-244?79

A. Yes.  The Commission’s fifth finding states:80

(5) the Gas Cost Performance Program, on the terms proposed by NICOR Gas, as81
modified by the terms of this Order, satisfies all of the requirements of82
Section 9-244(b), as follows:83

(i) the GCPP is likely to result in rates lower than otherwise would have been84
in effect under traditional rate of return regulation for the services covered85
by the program and is consistent with the provisions of Section 9-241 of86
the Act;87

(ii) the GCPP is likely to result in other substantial and identifiable benefits88
that would not be realized by customers served under the program and that89
would not be realized in the absence of the program;90

(iii) NICOR Gas is in compliance with applicable Commission standards for91
reliability, and implementation of the GCPP is not likely to adversely92
effect service reliability;93

(iv) implementation of the GCPP is not likely to result in deterioration of the94
Company’s financial condition;95

(v) implementation of the GCPP is not likely to adversely affect the96
development of competitive markets;97

(vi) Section 9-244(b)(6) does not apply to NICOR Gas;98
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(vii) the GCPP, as modified by this order, includes annual reporting99
requirements and other provisions that will enable the Commission to100
adequately monitor implementation of the program; and101

(viii) the GCPP, as modified by this order, provides for an equitable sharing of102
any economic benefits between NICOR Gas and its customers to the103
extent the program results in such benefits.”  (Order at 40 and 41)104

IV. Results of the GCPP and Company Actions105

Q. Have you prepared any exhibits showing the results of the GCPP for 2000 and106

2001?107

A. Yes.  Exhibit GMB-1 reconciles actual gas supply costs to the benchmark for 2000 and108

2001.  As required by Section 9-244, criteria 7, the Company annually files reconciliation109

statements with the Commission.110

Q. Please describe Exhibit GMB-1.111

A. Exhibit GMB-1 is a two-page exhibit showing the calculation of the difference between112

the benchmark and actual gas costs for 2000 and 2001, respectively.  The upper portion113

of the exhibit shows the calculation of the four factors comprising the benchmark; Market114

Index Cost, Storage Adjustment Credit, Firm Deliverability Adjustment and the115

Commodity Adjustment.  The middle section shows the amount of gas costs incurred by116

the Company for the year.  The bottom section calculates the sharing of the annual cost117

savings.  As shown on the exhibit, the market-based benchmark exceeded actual gas costs118

by $24.4 million in 2000 and by $29.7 million in 2001.119

Q. Has there been a change in corporate behavior toward gas supply costs?120

A. Yes.  The Company has encouraged employees to take reasonable and prudent steps to121

manage price volatility and optimize asset flexibility, without compromising system122

integrity.  Changes have been made to the Company’s approval processes to address the123

growing array of financial futures and derivatives needed to manage price risk.  The124
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Company has also used physical products and storage to more effectively manage price125

volatility.  These changes are designed to lower costs for customers while still allowing126

the Company to provide at a minimum the same level of reliability in delivery.127

Q. Please describe some of the major changes made by the Company to achieve the128

GCPP results.129

A. The following actions were taken by the Company in an effort to reduce overall gas130

supply costs:131

• The Company began a more detailed and comprehensive planning process for132
monthly and daily activity.  While NICOR Gas has always performed monthly133
and daily planning activities to properly manage its system and ensure reliability,134
the GCPP requires an increased level of detail and analysis to make these135
decisions.  The planning process focuses the Company’s efforts on reducing gas136
supply costs.137

• The Company entered into third-party arrangements to help manage storage and138
transportation assets.  These third parties directly managed some of the assets and139
helped with market analysis, financial tool utilization, thought processes and140
decision making regarding optimization of these assets.141

• In an effort to optimize transportation assets as well as manage market volatility142
and operational requirements, the Company has more actively pursued sales of143
natural gas.144

• Hedging strategies utilizing financial tools were implemented for storage145
activities, firm transportation and managing market price volatility.146

• The Company is managing storage differently and testing system operational147
boundaries by changing the timing of injections and withdrawals.  For instance,148
injections during the 2001 summer were earlier in the season than had149
traditionally been done.  Also, withdrawal patterns were shifted from traditional150
patterns during the November/December time period of each year.151

• Two additional positions were added to the Gas Purchasing Department.  These152
positions’ responsibilities were to focus specifically on the PBR, including153
working with the transportation and storage managers, optimizing storage and154
transportation assets with the use of risk management tools, and tracking the155
strategies and tools utilized.  In addition, other Gas Purchasing Department156
personnel were encouraged to review and enhance their activities related to157
reducing gas costs.158
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Q. Given all the actions taken by the Company over the past two years, are there still159

opportunities for the Company to pursue in obtaining the best cost gas supplies?160

A. Yes.  Gas purchasing is a very dynamic activity involving analysis of price behavior, risk161

management tools and financial instruments.  The Company believes that price volatility162

may continue to be present in the natural gas industry.  Thus, the Company must continue163

to look for new ways to manage risk more effectively and derive value for customers164

through the efficient purchase and management of gas supply.165

In addition, the expansion of Customer Select to all 2 million customers will bring new166

challenges as the Company must adapt to its role as a provider of last resort,  actively and167

effectively manage assets and supplies to meet peak-day growth, and continue to manage168

price volatility.169

V. Objectives and System Reliability170

Q. What are NICOR Gas’ objectives for its GCPP?171

A. NICOR Gas established three major objectives for the GCPP, as itemized in the172

Commission’s Order.  First, the Program would better align the interests of ratepayers173

and the Company by providing appropriate economic incentives for NICOR Gas to174

improve its performance in providing customers with the best gas prices available, while175

recognizing the need for continued reliability and security of supply.  Second, the176

Program would encourage the appropriate use of competitive market opportunities and177

risk management mechanisms for procurement of gas supply, transportation, and storage178

services by establishing a reasonable balance between risk and reward.  Third, the179

Program would lower regulatory costs by establishing an objective, market-based180

standard for evaluating gas supply purchasing, planning, and management, while also181

eliminating after-the-fact prudence reviews.182
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Q. How has the GCPP met its objective of aligning the interest of ratepayers and the183

Company by providing appropriate economic incentives?184

A. The GCPP creates market-based incentives for performance, which encourages efficiency185

improvements.  The Company and customers gain nothing if gas costs do not improve186

relative to market standards embedded in the benchmark, and risk economic loss if187

performance is poorer than the benchmark.  Through the Company’s efforts, customers188

and the Company were able to share in lower gas costs over the past two years.  Thus, the189

GCPP has provided an economic incentive to the Company to lower gas costs which190

ratepayers also desire.191

Q. Are there other indirect incentives created by the GCPP?192

A. Yes.  The benchmark has embedded in it the actions of the Company during the five193

years prior to its implementation.  If the Company can improve in areas that impact gas194

costs, benefits flow to both the Company and customers.  For example, if the Company195

can reduce its level of unaccounted-for gas, the Company and customers share in the cost196

reduction.  Additionally, more active management of  transportation contract capacity197

combined with buying and selling gas can lead to overall cost reductions to be shared by198

customers and the Company.199

Q. How has the Program encouraged the use of competitive market opportunities and200

risk management mechanisms by establishing a balance between risk and reward?201

A. The standard for performance under the GCPP is actually higher than under traditional202

regulation.  As such, the Company bears significantly greater risk than under traditional203

regulation.  For example, in order for Company gas supply costs to be disallowed under204

traditional regulation, the Commission must find, based upon the evidence, that the205
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Company acted imprudently.  This decision is made after the fact.  In contrast, under the206

GCPP, the Company automatically incurs financial loss if it fails to meet the market207

benchmark even with prudent decisions.208

Additionally, the comprehensive design of the benchmark means that NICOR Gas must209

successfully manage all aspects of gas supply acquisition, transportation and storage210

functions better than the market measure.  The GCPP places the responsibility on NICOR211

Gas to perform at least as well relative to market indices as it has performed under212

traditional regulation, even if market or business conditions make such performance213

difficult.  Under the GCPP, NICOR Gas directly assumes half the risk of additional costs214

that would normally be borne entirely by customers under traditional regulation.  These215

risks include additional costs associated with  pipeline rate increases and supply related216

changes resulting from growth in design peak day.  The design of the GCPP also puts217

NICOR Gas at risk if it does not achieve certain revenue levels related to capacity218

release, buy/sells, supply sales and storage credits.  The Company, being at economic219

risk, has a compelling economic incentive to perform better than it has in the past, under220

traditional regulation.221

Q. Has the Program met its objective of lowering regulatory costs by establishing the222

benchmark and eliminating after-the-fact prudence reviews?223

A. Yes.  There is still an accounting review of the Company’s gas supply costs to determine224

that all costs have been accounted for.  However, the Company and Commission have225

saved funds by eliminating the time required and accounting and legal costs of prudence226

reviews.227
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Q. Section 9-244(c) provides for the potential modification to the Program by the228

Commission if the Commission believes that system reliability has been229

compromised.  In achieving the gas cost savings relative to the market benchmark in230

2000 and 2001, did the Company compromise system reliability?231

A. Absolutely not.  NICOR Gas is committed to providing its customers with firm reliable232

service and the Company’s commitment to “Customer Care” has remained steadfast233

under the GCPP.  Even with the uniquely high gas prices during the winter of 2000-2001234

and the record cold experienced in November and December, 2000, customers received235

uninterrupted service.  Because NICOR Gas values highly its reputation for reliability236

and safety, the Company would be acting irrationally if it were to knowingly jeopardize237

service reliability to its customers.238

The Company has taken actions to provide reliable service even though such actions239

resulted in increased economic risks.  NICOR Gas continues to invest significant capital240

into its distribution system to reliably meet growing customer loads.  For example, in the241

Rockford area, the Company has expanded its system capacity for the past two winter242

seasons to serve the growing needs of this area.  Additionally, the Company has243

contracted for incremental pipeline capacity during the term of the Program even though244

the costs of these actions were not specifically reflected in the GCPP benchmark.  For245

example, in the winter of 2000/2001 the Company contracted for incremental firm246

transportation capacity on Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America (“NGPL”),247

Midwestern Gas Transmission (“Midwestern”), and Tennessee Gas Pipeline (“TGPL”).248

For this past winter season, the Company contracted for additional firm transportation on249

NGPL and firm transportation and firm storage on ANR Pipeline.  The total cost of these250
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services was about $3 million and was not reflected in the benchmark at the time of its251

establishment.  The Company continues to operate such that care is taken to provide safe252

reliable service to all customers.253

VI. Conclusions254

Q. Given that the GCPP has met the three objectives established for it in Docket255

No. 99-0127, does the Company believe that the benchmark needs to be modified at256

this time?257

A. No.  As the results of the past two years show, the Program does work.  It has achieved258

its objectives and customers have benefited.  The Program has demonstrated the259

flexibility needed to adapt to significant market changes that impact gas procurement.260

This adaptability is an important feature that should be maintained.261

Overall, the GCPP has proven to be a successful alternative to traditional cost  recovery262

ratemaking and prudence reviews.263

It is important that the Program be reviewed in its totality with the above results in mind.264

The Commission, in its original Order, recognized the integrated nature of the265

components of the benchmark and, as noted by the Commission in Docket No. 99-0127,266

Section 9-244 does not require that mechanisms which may generate customer savings be267

specifically articulated.  (Order at 39).  Changing the GCPP too frequently is simply a268

disguised return to transaction by transaction analysis—in other words, prudence reviews.269

To alter the individual components of the GCPP would impede the flexibility that270

incentive regulation is intended to create.271

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?272

A. Yes.273


